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High-Touch 
Performance




 Recruiting and Selecting 

the BEST

 Employee Recognition 
Programs

 Using Guest Feedback

 Constant Training 

 Employee Events

 Open Forum

Our Employees




New Hire Training

Orientation
Guest Relations Training
 Employee Development
One-Time Programs
 Internal and External Inspections
Departmental Training
 Training Plans
 Performance Appraisal Process





The Link Between Training 
and Culture




 What do employees do when no one is “looking”? 

 Are managers also leaders and coaches?

 Do you listen to your employees, your suppliers, and 
your guests?

 Are employees empowered?

 Are employees happy?

Are you representing the culture?

What Defines Your Organizational Culture?





In the hospitality business, if you are not directly 
serving a guest, you are supporting someone who 

is…

Who are our guests?

Who are my guests?




Making the needs of our internal guests a high priority allows 

us to then take better care of our external guests

Every Employee




Training is more than a class 

or a set of classes

 It is an approach to leading
 A key to success

 Happens moment by moment

Fostering Culture





To go above and beyond our guests’ expectations, through our 
commitment to maintaining a positive attitude, providing 

exemplary service and superior accommodations

Are employees aligned 
with your company’s mission?

BROADMOOR Hotel 
Mission Statement





What Do Your Guests 
Expect?




Take “ownership” of a guest’s problem.  Ensure that the 

problem is resolved and that the guest is satisfied with your 
solution

Taking the Problem to “HEART”

Hear what they have to say
Empathize with them
Apologize for the situation
Respond to their needs
Take ownership and follow up

Empower the Employee




 Problems are opportunities in disguise

 We WANT our guests to tell us when something 
is wrong

 When a guest has an issue with our products or 
services; they expect to be treated fairly

 When we handle legitimate complaints with 
fairness, guests will be more loyal to us than 
if there was no problem at all

 Loyal, long-term customers are 
the most profitable

"How you think about a problem is more important than the problem itself. So always 
think positively."

-Norman Vincent Peale





Define and discuss a recent example in your 
groups

What is Exemplary Service?




Guest’s expectations are always getting higher

Competition is more intense than ever

 Providing exceptional service brings rewards to everyone 

 Service is a strategic advantage in today’s market

Why is Service So Important?




 Make eye contact, smile and greet the guest or employee immediately

 Use the guest’s or employee’s name 

 Escort guests or employees to their requested location when possible

 Immediately approach a guest or employee who seems to be lost and offer 
assistance

Above and Beyond Our Guests’ Expectations




 Learn what is expected from your department so you can anticipate the needs 

of the guests and employees you service

 Follow up on requests, even when it is not a duty of your department

 Never say: “I don’t know.” Say: “I’ll find out”

 Never appear hurried, even if you are very busy

Above and Beyond Our Guests’ Expectations




 If unable to comply with a guest’s wishes, offer an 

alternative. Avoid negative expressions like: “That’s 
against hotel policy.” or “This is not my table”

 Keep The BROADMOOR spotless! If you see something 
that’s out of place, pick it up! Remember, we are all part 

of The BROADMOOR Beautification Committee

 Act professionally in public areas at all times. Stand erect 
and avoid leaning against walls or furniture

Above and Beyond Our Guests’ Expectations




 Always recommend The BROADMOOR’s restaurants and shops to our guests 

before suggesting other alternatives

 Take “ownership” of a guest’s problem. Ensure that the matter is resolved and 
that the guest is satisfied with your solution 

 Respond to a guest’s request 
within 10 minutes

Above and Beyond Our Guests’ Expectations




 Know the services the Hotel offers and the location of the banquet facilities and 

meeting rooms

 Go the extra mile!

Above and Beyond Our Guests’ Expectations





“We have 50,000 moments of truth every day”
-Jan Carlzon

Scandinavian Airlines Systems

Moments of Truth




Every Employee, Every Guest, Every Time

 Service must be the language
 Mission
 Standards
 Internal Guests
 Repetition

Culture is shaped by leaders



Questions?


